Intel's IA-64 architecture has a rich set of features, including control and data speculation, predication, large register files, and an advanced branch architecture.
1,2 These features allow the compiler to exploit instruction-level parallelism (ILP) and optimize applications in many new ways. Intel's IA-64 compiler incorporates the latest optimization techniques already known in the compiler community. In addition, some known techniques have been extended, and new techniques have been designed specifically for the IA-64 architecture.
High-level optimizations include loop and data transformations to improve cache locality and parallelism. Compilers typically apply these techniques to program structures at a higher level of abstraction, compared with the program representation for scalar optimizations. For example, loop unrolling and loop unrolland-jam transformations exploit the large register file to eliminate redundant references to array elements and to expose more parallelism. Scalar replacement of memory references replaces array references with register references. Linear loop transformations, loop fusion, loop tiling, and loop distribution improve cache locality. Finally, data prefetching overlaps memory access latency with computation.
A primary objective of scalar optimizations is to minimize the number of computations and the number of references to memory. The primary scalar optimization that achieves this objective is partial redundancy elimination (PRE), 3 which minimizes the number of times an expression is evaluated. We extended PRE to use control and data speculation to eliminate more loads. PRE's counterpart, called partial dead-store elimination (PDSE), serves to remove redundant stores to memory.
State-of-the-art analysis techniques 4 support optimizations in the IA-64 compiler. Memory disambiguation determines whether two memory references potentially access the same memory location. This information is critical in hiding memory latency, because knowing that a load doesn't interfere with an earlier store is essential to scheduling the load earlier. The memory disambiguator includes support for data speculation. Interprocedural analysis and optimization (IPO) has proven effective in optimizing applications by exposing opportunities across procedure call boundaries. IPO gains importance for a processor with many functional units and registers.
IA-64 enables more aggressive optimizations. For instance, effectively using the large register file eliminates memory operations. Optimizations use rotating registers to reduce the overhead of software register renaming in loops. Predication serves in situations such as removing hard-to-predict branches and implementing an efficient prefetching policy. The compiler uses control and data speculation to eliminate redundant loads, stores, and computations.
This article provides a partial list of the analyses and optimizations that enable IA-64 performance.
Memory disambiguation
The effectiveness and legality of many compiler optimizations rely on the ability to accurately disambiguate memory references. Examples include code scheduling, loop transformations, and elimination of redundant loads and stores. The IA-64 compiler provides different kinds of analyses for memory disambiguation.
State-of-the-art memory disambiguation
The simplest disambiguation cases are direct scalar or structure references. The compiler may disambiguate two structure references a.field1 and b.field2, either by determining that a and b are different memory objects or that field1 and field2 are nonoverlapping.
To disambiguate a pair of indirect memory references such as *p and *q, the compiler usually must perform points-to analysis, 4 which determines the set of memory objects that each pointer could possibly point to. Because pointer p or q could be a global variable or a function parameter, the compiler's points-to analysis is interprocedural.
For arrays, the compiler performs datadependence analysis using a series of dependence tests, and it determines accurate dependence direction and distance information.
Various simple language rules help in providing disambiguation information, even when the more expensive analyses are turned off. For example, parameters in programs conforming to the Fortran standard are independent of each other and of common block elements. As another example, an indirect reference cannot access the same location as a direct access to a variable that hasn't had its address taken.
Disambiguation support for data speculation
In some cases, the compiler cannot determine whether two memory references are definitely independent. Such cases arise from a lack of information at lower levels of optimization, an inability to analyze the whole program because of dynamically linked libraries, or the high complexity of certain types of disambiguation problems.
For example, consider the loop in Figure 1 , from the SPEC CPU2000 benchmark 254.gap. Each source line in the loop body contains the same chain of dependent instructions. Pointer r is read from a field of a structure that is passed in as a formal parameter. Pointer p is
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for (k = SIZE(hdR)/(4*sizeof(TypDigit)); k !=0; --k) { c = L * *r++ + (c>>16); *p++ = c; c = L * *r++ + (c>>16); *p++ = c; c = L * *r++ + (c>>16); *p++ = c; c = L * *r++ + (c>>16); *p++ = c; } Figure 1 . Disambiguation of pointer references in SPEC CPU2000 benchmark 254.gap.
IA-64 background
Readers of this article should have a basic knowledge of such IA-64 features as predication, speculation, and rotating register support for software pipelining. Details of these features appear in "Introducing the IA-64 Architecture" in the September-October 2000 issue of IEEE Micro. 
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read from a field of a similar structure dynamically allocated by a memory management function that is part of the 254.gap program.
At the default level of optimization, most compilers don't perform interprocedural points-to analysis. For example, in the Intel IA-64 compiler, this analysis occurs only if interprocedural optimization is turned on. Without interprocedural analysis, the compiler can't be sure that the loads of *r are independent of the stores to *p, even though they're likely independent. Even interprocedural points-to analysis is very difficult in this case because of the special memory management function and because the program uses the same field to point to many different types of objects. If the compiler must assume that the loads and stores are dependent, then the scheduler cannot overlap the different source lines. This lack of overlap, combined with the long-latency multiply operations, results in poor performance.
However, an IA-64 compiler can use data speculation, as shown in Figure 2 , where the code for three of the four source lines in the loop body appears. In the figure, L and c reside in registers. The mul pseudoinstruction represents a sequence of instructions to implement integer multiply in the IA-64 architecture. The compiler can use advanced loads (written ld.a) to schedule the loads and multiplies of the later source lines ahead of the stores from previous lines. This greatly reduces the time needed to execute the loop body. To check whether the stores from the earlier source lines wrote to the same memory location as the loads, a check instruction (written as chk.a) executes for each of the speculated loads. If any overlap is found, control transfers to the recovery block at L3 or L4 to reexecute the appropriate load and the dependent multiply.
Using advanced loads entails several cost considerations. First, the check instructions consume additional resources. Second, if the load and store do access the same location, recovery code will be executed. Therefore, the probability of independence times the number of cycles removed from the schedule length must be less than the probability of dependence times the number of cycles required to branch to and execute the recovery code. Finally, the supporting advanced load address table (ALAT) 2 has limited size and associativity. The scheduler and register allocator must take this into account to avoid replacement of live ALAT entries.
The disambiguator can aid the compiler by providing information about the dependence probability. It can use heuristics and knowledge of the memory references to identify cases of unlikely dependence. The disambiguator can then notify the optimizer and code schedulers about an unlikely dependence to signal an advanced load opportunity. 5 Researchers have also proposed enhancements to array data dependence analysis to return a probability of dependence. 6 
Memory reference elimination
One very important way to reduce memory bandwidth demands is to use registers effectively and eliminate as many memory references as possible. Therefore we employ various methods for using speculation and predication in PRE and PDSE. A further optimization-scalar replacement-lets us remove loads and stores across loop iterations. This optimization makes special use of IA-64's rotating registers to eliminate the register-toregister copy overhead traditionally associated with scalar replacement. instance of e that's not subsequently killed. An expression at point p is fully redundant if the same expression is already available. A fully redundant expression may then be replaced by using the previous computation's value.
Speculative partial redundancy elimination
An expression e is partially available at a point p if there's an instance of e along only some of the control-flow paths from the program entry to p. An expression e is partially redundant at a point p if it's already partially available. The compiler removes the partial redundancy by inserting a copy of the redundant expression on the control-flow paths where it's not available, making it fully redundant. Figure 3a illustrates a potential problem the compiler must seek to avoid. Insertion of an expression e at a program point p is said to be down-safe if along every control-flow path from p to the program exit there's an instance of e such that the inserted expression is available at each later instance. In Figure 3a , the expression *q is partially redundant, and the insertion of t1 = *q above the test for null wouldn't be down-safe. Down-safety has two aspects. First, an unsafe insertion may create an incorrect program. For example, in Figure 3a the inserted load *q would be executed before determining whether q is a null pointer. Second, an unsafe insertion may increase the number of instructions along some paths. In Figure 3a , the redundancy would be eliminated for the left-most path, but an extra instruction, t1 = *q, would be executed on the right-most path.
The standard PRE algorithm removes all the redundancies possible with down-safe insertions. Control speculation lets PRE remove redundancies on one control-flow path, perhaps at the expense of another, less important control-flow path. In the example in Figure 3a , assume that the left-most control-flow path is executed much more frequently than the rightmost path. If the redundancy on the left-most path can be removed without producing an incorrect program, performance will improve even though an extra instruction executes on the right-most path. Determining the relative importance of different paths requires profile feedback or a static heuristic. Figure 3b shows how using control speculative load ld.s removes the redundancy in Figure 3a . Check instruction chk.s replaces the original redundant load to determine whether the load caused a page fault, a segmentation violation, or some other exception. In doing so, chk.s uses no memory system resources. If the load caused an exception, control transfers to the recovery block to reexecute the load and any speculated instructions that depend on it. Eliminating the redundant load may expose further redundancies in the instructions that depend on the load.
Redundant load removal is sometimes inhibited by intervening stores rather than by lack of down-safety. In Figure 4a , the loop-invariant load *p can't be removed unless the compiler can prove that the store *q doesn't modify the same memory location. If the memory disambiguator can determine that there's a small but nonzero probability that *p and *q access the same memory location, the loop-invariant load and the add that depends on it can be removed using data speculation, as shown in Figure 4b redundant load. If the store writes to the same address as the load, the check transfers control to the recovery block. This block contains code to reload *p and reexecute t4 = t2 + t3. If the store and load access different memory locations, execution continues normally.
Scalar replacement
A general method for eliminating loads of values computed by previous iterations is scalar replacement, 4 which can perform the equivalent of store motion using dependence analysis to identify (usually total) redundancy. Scalar replacement also performs some redundant-store elimination similar to PDSE.
Scalar replacement replaces memory references with compiler-generated temporary scalar variables, which are eventually mapped to registers. Most back-end optimization techniques map array references to registers when there's no loop-carried data dependence. However, the back-end optimizations don't have accurate dependence information to replace memory references with loop-carried dependence by scalar variables. Scalar replacement, as implemented in the IA-64 compiler, also replaces loop-invariant memory references with scalar variables defined at appropriate levels of the loop nesting.
For an example of scalar replacement of memory references, consider the loop in Figure 5a . In the transformed loop in Figure 5b , all the loads from array a are replaced by compiler-inserted temporary scalar variables. In particular, note that the loop-carried data reuse of a(i − 1) is replaced by a scalar variable saved from a previous iteration. A scalar variable also replaces later uses of a(i) and a(i − 1) in the same iteration (loop-independent reuse).
The IA-64 architecture provides registers that rotate one register position each time a special loop branch instruction executes. 2 This hardware feature enables the compiler to map the compiler-inserted scalars directly onto the rotating registers. In the assembly code in Figure 5c, t1 and t2 are assigned registers r32 and r33, respectively. The assignment t2 = t1 (r33 = r32) is done implicitly by the br.top instruction. Rau provides more details on the use of rotating registers to eliminate copies. 7 Scalar replacement of memory references uses the direction vectors and dependence types in the data dependence graph to determine the memory references that should be replaced by scalars and how to perform the bookkeeping such replacement requires. The compiler examines the data dependence graph for each loop and partitions the memory references on the basis of whether the corresponding data dependences are input, flow, or output dependences. Memory references within each group are sorted by dependence distance and topological order. Those with loop-independent and loop-carried flow dependence are processed first, followed by memory references with loop-carried output dependence.
Cache optimizations
Processor speed has been increasing much faster than memory speed, so along with optimizations to make better use of registers, the compiler must be very aggressive in cache optimizations to bridge this gap. IA-64's compiler memory optimizations include loop transformations, blocking, and data prefetching. The latter technique tolerates memory latency, while the other locality optimizations try to make best use of the cache to reduce latency.
Prefetching with predication
Data prefetching can effectively hide memory access latency. It works by overlapping the time to access a memory location with computation time as well as with the time to access other memory locations. 4 The compiler inserts prefetch instructions for selected data references at carefully chosen points in the program, so that referenced data items are moved as close to the processor as possible before the data items are actually used. Prefetch instructions (named lfetch in IA-64) have one argument: the address to be prefetched. The instruction's effect is to move the cache line containing the address to a higher level of the memory hierarchy. The address itself has no cache alignment requirement. The data-prefetching technique employs data reuse analysis to selectively prefetch only those data references likely to suffer cache misses. For example, if a data reference within a loop exhibits spatial locality by accessing locations that fall within the same cache line, then only the first access to the cache line will incur a miss. If the cache line size is 64 bytes and the array element is 8 bytes, then this reference can be selectively prefetched under a conditional of the form (i mod 8) == 0, where i is the loop index. When multiple references access the same cache line (group locality), only the leading reference needs to be prefetched. Similarly, if a data reference exhibits temporal locality, only the first access must be prefetched.
In the example in Figure 6 , the compiler inserts prefetches for arrays a and b. The references to array a have spatial locality, whereas the references to array b have group spatial locality. Here, k is the prefetch distance computed by the compiler. The conditional statements that control the data-prefetching policy can be removed by loop unrolling, strip-mining, and peeling. However, this may result in code expansion and additional instruction cache misses. Predication support in IA-64 provides an efficient way to add prefetch instructions. The conditionals within the loop are converted to predicates through if-conversion. The two lfetch instructions are predicated, and compare instructions that calculate the value of these predicates appear within the loop.
When multiple array references with spatial locality are prefetched within the same loop, the prefetches can be spread across the iterations. For example, the predicates for prefetching a and b in Figure 6 are chosen such that the prefetches are equally spaced in the eight-iteration window. This spacing tries to minimize the number of outstanding prefetches at any time and reduces contention for resources in the memory subsystem.
Apart from the prefetch instructions, the overhead associated with this kind of prefetching includes the instructions required for prefetch address calculation and predicate computation. If the loop is memory bound or floating-point bound, these additional instructions (which occupy integer instruction slots) don't increase the resource requirement within the loop. But each lfetch instruction uses a memory slot and may lengthen the schedule for the loop.
Prefetching with rotating registers
IA-64's rotating registers can alleviate the increase in resource requirements while prefetching. Multiple arrays accessed uniformly within a loop can be prefetched with a single lfetch instruction using a rotating register that rotates the addresses of the different arrays that must be prefetched. This obviates the need for predicate calculations within the loop and saves memory slots that would otherwise be occupied by multiple lfetch instructions.
This transformation for the loop in Figure  6 appears in Figure 7 . Here, incr is a function of the cache line size, the prefetch frequency, and the number of arrays that need to be prefetched within the loop. The rotation of registers r32 → r33 → r34 is shown as explicit assignments in Figure 7a . These assignments are transformed to use rotating registers, as shown in Figure 7b . Note that just one lfetch instruction serves to prefetch both arrays in this loop. This method can prefetch up to eight such arrays with one instruction. The addresses of the two arrays that require prefetching are initialized before the loop.
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(b) Figure 6 . Prefetching with predicates: original loop (a) and loop with prefetches (b). Within the loop, an lfetch instruction issues in every iteration. Once an address has been prefetched, it's incremented by incr, and the addresses are rotated. If eight arrays must be prefetched, then after eight iterations the next cache line of the first array will be prefetched. For fewer than eight arrays, the same cache line will be prefetched more than once. This is an overhead associated with this scheme, and it must be weighed against the benefits. This method also requires that extra rotating registers be allocated for rotating the prefetch addresses. These registers can't serve any other purpose within the loop. Nevertheless, this scheme reduces the schedule length by eliminating the extra lfetch instructions and predicate computations used in the previous method.
In general, if there are multiple arrays having different stride requirements, or if there are more than eight arrays (assuming the same data size and cache line size as in the example given above), more than one lfetch instruction may need to be issued per iteration using this scheme.
The IA-64 compiler uses heuristics to choose the technique for prefetching on a loop basis, that is, whether to use unrolling, explicit predication, or conversion to rotating-register mode. These heuristics take into account factors such as the number of references that must be prefetched, prefetch frequency, and actual increase in schedule length.
Bandwidth optimizations
IA-64 provides instructions that load two floating-point numbers at a time into a pair of registers. Such load-pair instructions take only a single memory issue slot and thus provide high bandwidth for memory accesses.
The compiler identifies and pairs up accesses to consecutive memory locations. The paired data accesses can be found, for example, within a basic block or from different loop iterations. To exploit opportunities across loop iterations, the compiler may unroll the loop by a desired factor. Unrolling exposes the accesses to consecutive memory locations within the loop body. The unroll factor must be chosen carefully to fully utilize the resources.
Consider the loop in Figure 8 . If the array elements are single-or double-precision floating-point, after unrolling the loop we will identify [y(j), y(j + 1)] and [x(j), x(j + 1)] as potential candidates for the load-pair instruction. On the other hand, if the array elements are complex numbers, a load-pair instruction can serve to access the real and imaginary parts from the same iteration. The consecutive memory locations identified depend on the data layout and needn't be obvious from the program source. For example, in C/C++, if we have x → sum = y → f1 + y → f2, where f1, f2 are adjacent fields with the correct alignment, load-pair can be applied to y → f1, y → f2 as well. In the case of loops, we must determine the unrolling factor carefully. For example, the loop in Figure 8 only needs to be unrolled by a factor of two. When loadpair is not used, there are two loads and a store per iteration. If there are two memory ports, they're not fully utilized in every iteration. With the use of load-pair, we have two loadpairs and two stores per unrolled iteration, resulting in full memory port utilization. For another example, if the loop body had one load and one store, the loop would be unrolled by a factor of four, to give two load-pairs and four stores for every unrolled iteration.
To identify loops to be unrolled for load-
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for (j=1;j<1000;j++){ y(j) = y(j) + a*x(j) } for (j=1;j<1000;j+=2){ y(j) = y(j) + a*x(j) y(j+1) = y(j+1) + a*x(j+1) } pair, the compiler uses results from the data dependence analysis. For example, if the loop in Figure 8a had the statement y(j) = y(j − 1) + a * x(j), load-pair couldn't be used for array y, since there's a loop-carried dependency of distance 1. However, if the loop had the statement y(j) = y(j − 2) + a * x(j), then load-pair could still be used for array y.
Optimizations for ILP
Three techniques-speculative unrolling, register blocking, and loop fusion-are useful in exposing ILP.
Speculative unrolling
Loop unrolling exposes parallelism across instructions in adjacent loop iterations. The unrolled loop body is much larger than the original loop, so it exposes larger regions for scheduling. Since the unrolled loop iterates fewer times, loop unrolling reduces the number of dynamic branches. The large number of registers in IA-64 enables the compiler to unroll loops by significantly larger factors without register spills than compilers for other contemporary architectures. More importantly, predication and speculation enable the compiler to generate efficient code for unrolled loops. Figure 9 illustrates speculative unrolling of a loop by a factor of two. In the original loop in Figure 9a , we can't determine the number of loop iterations because n and *p may share the same location. Therefore, when the loop is unrolled, checks for the exit condition must remain each time the original loop body is copied. However, when we know that the loop modifies the loop bound very rarely, the compiler can use IA-64's speculation support to produce an efficient unrolled loop. The upper bound of the unrolled loop in Figure 9b is data speculative, and appropriate checks monitor the changes to the upper bound. The recovery code, which we expect to execute rarely, takes care of loop exit conditions, updating of the new loop bound, and return to normal execution.
Register blocking
This technique turns loop-carried data reuse into loop-independent data reuse and exposes more ILP from outer loop iterations. Register blocking is similar to loop blocking or tiling, with relatively smaller tile sizes, followed by an unrolling of the iterations in the tile. Figure 10 demonstrates register blocking. This process takes advantage of the large register file to map the references to many of the common array elements in adjacent loop iterations onto registers.
The original loop in Figure 10a has two distinct array read references in every iteration. The register-blocked loop in Figure 10b has only six distinct array read references for every four iterations in the original loop. Note that two of the six references are loop-independent reuses.
Loop fusion
This technique combines adjacent conforming nested loops into a single nested loop. 4 Besides improving locality of data reference, loop fusion exposes more ILP by increasing the scheduling region in the loop body.
Loop fusion for IA-64 can be more aggressive than in compilers for other processors because it can take advantage of many available registers. When the original loop in Figure 11a is fused in Figure 11b , cache locality is also improved because the accesses to array a are reused within the same loop. Further, it enables the compiler to replace references to arrays a and d with references to compilergenerated scalar variables. 
